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Abstract 

After a general discussion of the physical significance of holonomy group transfor
mations, a relation between the transports of Fermi-Walker and Levi-Civitä in Special 
Relativity is pointed out. A well-known example - the Thomas-Wigner angle - is red-
erived in a completely frame-independent manner using Clifford algebra. 



1 Introduction — Holonomy Groups in Physics 
Quantum Holonomy has become a rather popular concept in recent /ears, in particular 
through the work [1] of Berry and Simon; but it is clear that the Aharanov-Bohm effect 
[2] is a much earlier instance of it. The point is that here the differential geometric idea of 
parallel transport defined by connections in fibre bundles [3] attains rather direct physical 
meaning susceptible to experimentation. This is remarkable because parallel transport 
has been around in differential geometry since 1917, and differential geometry has invaded 
theoretical physics since the early days of General Relativity, with new impulses coming 
from Hamiltonian dynamics and gauge theory: yet the significance of connections used to 
be formal, the 'transformation properties' standing in the forefront, as one can see from 
the old 'Ricci-Calculus' as used by Einstein and Grossmann [4] or from the way non-
abelian gauge fields were introduced by Yang and Mills [5]. The rather indirect 'physical' 
realization of parallel transport in General Relativity by Schild's 'ladder construction' [6] 
also stresses this fact; in non-abelian gauge theory I am aware of no physical realization at 
all. Therefore, holonomy group transformations - the effects of parallel transport round 
closed loops - have almost no direct physical significance in these theories. 

The first and main purpose of this article is to point out the direct physical relevance 
of a parallel transport, deriving from a Levi-Civita connection, in Special Relativity. In 
fact, it follows almost from the definitions that Fermi-Walker transport [6] of a spatial 
vector along a world line - as physically realized by carrying along a torque-free gyro -
is equivalent to Levi-Civita parallel transport of that vector in velocity space. Hence one 
gets holonomy group transformations when the orbit closes in velocity space. 

The second, minor, purpose of the article is to demonstrate the use of abstract Clifford 
algebra to work out, in a completely frame-independent manner and wita maximum 
economy, a special example of such a transformation involving hyperbolic motion. 

2 Fermi-Walker and Levi-Civitä Transports 
The Lcvi'Civitä (L.-C.) connection in (pseudo) Riemannian geometry and the ensuing L.-
C. (or geodesic) parallel transport are wellJuiown [6]. Fermi-Walker (F.-W.) transport 
of vectors along curves was introduced because of a certain deficit of L.-C. transport: 
although the latter conserves scalar products between transported vectors, it does not 
conserve the scalar product between a transported vector and the tangent of the curve, 
since the latter is not L.-C. parallel except for 'autoparallel' curves (= geodesies). F.-W. 
transport of vectors v(s) along a curve with unit tangent u(s) is given by 

" : " ^ ~"~ " ' Dx> DtT ~ .Du ... 
^ = ^-a7-<-d;^u> w 

where (,) is the scalar product and D/ds := V t t is covariant differentiation along the 
curve. The transport law (1) immediately checks to remedy the situation. 

In General Relativity, where we assume the curve to be timelike and the metric 
signature such that (u,u) = +1, F.-W. transport is introduced to define a 'rotation 
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free' transport of vectors along an observer's world line, physically realizable by using 
torque-free gyros [6,7]. 

If we specialize to (pseudo) Eudidean geometry, Minkowski's space-time of Special 
Relativity in particular, where L.-C. parallel transport has its usual Euclidean meaning 
and is integrable (path-independent), F.-W. transport still retains its usefulness. What we 
want to point out, however, is that F.-W. transport - although not related to a connection 
or covariant differentiation in the same way as L.-C. transport is - can be looked at as a 
L.-C. transport in the following manner if applied to vectors v orthogonal to the curve, 
(«,v) = 0. 

Consider, in the vector space associated with the (pseudo) Euclidean space, the (future 
part O'L the) velocity (pseudo) sphere (u,u) = I. On it, the flat metric of the embedding 
vector space induces a Riemannian metric of constant curvature - a Lobachevski space 
in the case of Special Relativity [8]. To it, there corresponds a L.-C. connection and asso
ciated path-dependent parallel transport. Now plotting all velocity vectors u(s) from the 
origin, we obtain a curve on the velocity (pseudo) sphere - the invariant 'hodograph' of 
the motion, in geometry also known as Jacobi's spherical tangent image of the original 
curve. (Of course we have to assume the latter not to be straight, otherwise the hodograph 
is just a point.) Having assumed the v(s) to be orthogonal to u(s), a property conserved 
under F.-W, transport, they are tangent to the velocity (pseudo) sphere whose normals 
are given by the radius vectors u. What we claim is that v(s) when plotted along the 
hodograph is L.-C. parallel on the velocity (pseudo) sphere! The proof is easy enough, 
since the L.-C. transport in the sense of the induced metric on the velocity (pseudo) 
sphere can be obtained from parallel transport in the embedding vector space by subse
quent orthogonal projection into the tangent space of the (pseudo) sphere [9], going by 
'infinitesimal steps'. In other words, if u/(s) is to be L.-C. parallel along the hodograph, 
we must have w(s + As) = to(s) — (u»(s), u(* + A*))u(* + As) in the limit As -» 0, 
together with (to, u) = 0 for tangency to the (pseudo) sphere. This gives 

dw .du . 
-dl = -^w)u> 

agreeing formally with the F.-W. transport law given above as specialized to flat space 
(Z> = <f)and(v,u) = 0. 

In the case of a world line in Minkowski space, the motion of the transported vector 
v(s) is called the Thomas precession. One feature is that if the hodograph is a closed 
curve, v will not return to its original value after having been transported the way just 
described: it undergoes a holonomy transformation, due to the curved nature of the 
relativistic velocity space. In the final section we shall illustrate this effect in a special 
case. 
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3 Example - 1 homas-Wigner Rotation and Clifford 
Algebra 

As an example, we shall consider a closed hodograph consisting of three geodesic arcs on 
the (pseudo) sphere between the pointa *«, u', u". A geodesic on (v,u) = 1 is well-known 
to be cut out by a 2-plane through its center; in the case of Special Relativity, this can be 
interpreted as the hodograph of hyperbolic (i.e. uniformly accelerated) motion [6]. This 
lends physical interpretation to the situation considered; we are considering three geodesic 
arcs because on the pseudosphere of 4-vdocities there are neither closed geodesies nor 
closed curves formed from merely two geodesic arcs. 

Along such geodesies, we can integrate the transport law in words. As explained in 
Ref. 6 and as is not hard to see, (1) tells us that v(s + As) is obtained from v(s) in 
the limit As —• 0 by^he same infinitesimal (pseudo) rotation ('boost') that carries «(») 
into u(s + A.*) and takes place in the 2-plane spanned by these vectors - the osculating 
2-plane. Hyperbolic motion is special in that the world line is contained in a fixed time 
like 2-plane with which all osculating planes have to agree; and it is the orbit of any of 
its points ander a one parameter group of boosts in that plane. It follows that v(s) is 
given by applying that group to the initial position v(0). 

Thus given v at u, to obtain the value v* at u' transported along the connecting 
geodesic arc, we have just to apply the boost that carries u into «'; and similarly for the 
transports from u' to u" and from u" back to «. The composite of these three boosts is 
a Lorentz transformation that leaves « fixed - a spatial rotation which will be different 
from the identity in general. This is the holonomy transformation at u in our situation, 
also called Thomas rotation; in the context of representation theory of the Poincare group 
[10] it is known as the 'little group element' or 'Wigner rotation' for the boost v! -* vT 
with respect to u. 

The algebra necessary to obtain the Thomas-Wigner rotation determined by the 
Lobachevski triangle u, vf, vf is straightforward but messy if not done properly. In the re
maining paragraphs, we shall show how to use abstract Clifford-Dirac algebra [11] for an 
elegant derivation without any component/matrix notation or hyperbolic trigonometry. 
Only an elementary preparation is necessary. 

The (real) Clifford algebra for an inner product space is the (real) associative algebra 
with unit e generated by the elements x, y,... of the vector space, subject to the relations 

xy + yx = 2(x,y)e, (2) 

where juxtaposition refers to algebra multiplication. The significance of this algebra, 
known to physicists from Dirac's electron theory, derives, in geometry, from its relation 
to (pseudo) orthogonal transformations. It is known [12] that the orthogonal group can be 
generated from hyperplane reflections. We shall care only about simple plane rotations. 
The reflection in the hyperplane with normal n, where (n, n) •£ 0, is given by 

X = Xll + Xx. -» X = X\\ - Xi = X - 2 -j r n. 
" " [n,n) 
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Interpreting x, n, x / as elements of the Clifford algebra, we can rewrite this as 

x' = —nxi i - 1 

(use n 2 = (n, n, )e, nx + xn = 2{n, x)e). Applying another hyperplane reflection with 
normal m, (m, m) £ 0, we generate a (pseudo) rotation in the plane spanned by n, m: 

x —» x' —»x* = —mx'ro-1 = mnx(mn) - 1 = SxS~x. 

(Equivalently, and slightly easier to visualize, this is the product of reflections in the lines 
given by n and m : x —* —x* —» x*.) This already shows how rotations and reflections 
are competed by 'Clifford multiplication'. Requiring the normals m, n to be of unit 
length, (n, n) = sign (n, n) etc., the assignment between orthogonal transformations end 
the corresponding S becomes unique up to sign. In particular, the plane rotation just 
mentioned depends just on the oriented plane spanned by n, m and their scalar product. 
In fact, if this plane is Euclidean (rather than pseudo), the rotation angle a is, by an 
elementary consideration, twice the angle between n and m. Formally, 

S = mn •=. -{mn + nm) + r(mn — nm) — (m, n)e + -[m, n], (3) 

where we have introduced the commutator [m, n] := mn — nm. If now m, n are replaced 
by any two vectors p, q spanning the same plane and orientation and if we introduce the 
'Gram determinant' 

fap) fa 9) 
il,p) (?W) 

it is straightforward to verify (use an ansatz p = pm + vn, q = pm + on) that 

|G(P,9) l 1 / 2 ~ |G(m,n)p' 

i.e., this quantity depends on the oriented plane only. Since {mfn) = cos a/2 from the 
remark above, G(m,n) = sin 3a/2; thus agreeing upon a proper directional count for 
the rotation angle relative to the orientation, we have for the above S the alternative 
expression 

This allows to read off the angle and oriented plane of rotation whenever S is known to 
represent a plane rotation. That is all we need to know about Clifford algebra for a quite 
effortless calculation of the Thomas-Wigner rotation. 

First we find the'S that corresponds to the boost u —• u'. We can obtain this boost 
as the product of the reflection in the line given by «, x -» +uxu~x, followed by the 
reflection in the line u + u', as a sketch of an Euclidean analog suggests: this is certainly 
a proper orthochronous Lorentz transformation which carries u into u' and does not lead 
out of the plane spanned by them. Normalizing, we obtain 

,„ «+«' e + u'u 
S — , u = 

G{p,q):= 

^{U + U^U + U') y/2{l +(U^U))' 
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and similarly for the boosts u' —»«",«"—• u: 

»? = e + u V 5* = e + uii» 
^2(1 + K « 0 ) ' ^2(1 + («,«*))' 

(It is, of course, possible - using (3) - to rewrite these in a form similar to (4), which is 
better known, but this would complicate the following calculation.) 

The S corresponding to the Thomas-Wigner rotation is the product S = &"&$, 
and we must be able to rewrite it in the form (4) to read off the angle, plane, and sense 
of rotation: this is the only real calculation to be done. 

Straightforward multiplication of the numerators, using (2), first yields the expression 

2e(l + («', u) + (u*, u)) + t*V + traVu. 

Again using (2) we can, in the last term, replace uu", u'u by v"u, uvf and multiples of e, 
which gets us rid of quartic terms. Finally, all terms like u*V etc. are treated as ir (3) 
to arrive at 

2e(l + (u,«") + {«", u') + («',«)) + [«", «T - («', u ) K «] - («",«)[«,,/], (5) 

which ought to be interpreted in the sense of (4). To interpret the commutator terms, 
note that the naturally available candidate vectors, in the subspace orthogonal to u ('rest 
system'), to span the plane of rotation are the orthogonal projections 

p:=u" — (u", u)u, q:—u'— (u', u)u 

(the directions of 'relative velocities' of u", u' w.r.t. u). Indeed their commutator does 
reproduce the commutator terms in (5), so that the plane and sense of the rotation has 
been determined. Reinstating the denominators, we immediately get 

a l + (u,«") + (""."') + ( " » 
0 0 8 2 = (2(1 + (u, «"»(1 + («", t/))(l + K ti)))V 

which is essentially Mc Farlane's [13] formula for the angle. 
In 4 dimensions, there is nothing left to check because the Thomas-Wigner rotation is 

a rotation in Euclidean 3-space and hence a plane rotation which must be of the form (4). 
But the same identity that would check this in all detail - which we omit - is obviously 
dimension independent. In fact, even in higher dimensions we never leave the 3-space 
spanned by u, u', u" in our considerations; thttli the result holds in higher dimensions 
when this subspace has the proper signature. 

It is hoped that the way of looking at this situation as presented here will also be 
helpful in clarifying the confusion created by some previous work [14]. 
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